
DALMAU WORKBENCH

Hold down clamps with
hollow tapped bolts

Dalmau Benchdogs

4 x

Quick Acting 175mm
Wood Vices

Replaceable hardboard
wear surface

Bench Dimensions:
1200 x 1200 x 840H

General Description

The Dalmau Workbench consists of a 1200 x 1200 x 
840 H four person work station.  It comes standard 
with four Quick Action woodworkers vices with 
integral vice dogs.  The bench top and sides are drilled 
on point-to-point routers with 20mm diameter holes 
to accept Dalmau Benchdogs. These dogs used in 
conjunction with the vices make the clamping of a 
wide range of sizes of stick and sheet stock possible.

Features & Benefits
Accessories 
Under all the dog holes on the top and behind some 
dog holes on the sides there are screw threads to 
allow the use of bolts for attaching hold down clamps 
and other accessories. 
Accessories include Vice Adaptor Mates which allow a 
number of di�erent kinds of metalworking vices to be 
quickly added and removed from the bench. Zinc 
plated mild steel wear plates can be added or 
removed from the top of the bench which has a 
dimpled hardboard wear surface as the standard top 
treatment.

Services 
The Dalmau Workbench has a built in tool well in the 
centre accessible from the top. The walls of this well 
can be �tted with a 4 gang General Purpose Electrical 
Outlet. The lead from these GPO’s can be plugged into 
an overhead pendant GPO or a �oor mounted GPO. 
Compressed air can be reticulated to the centre well 
from the �oor or supplied above on a pendant. 

Materials 
The Dalmau Workbench is constructed from clear 
lacquered 0E MR MDF board with masonite hardboard 
top. The hardboard is applied dimpled side up for the 
purpose of adding extra gripping power when hold 
down clamps are used. 
 
Handling
The Dalmau Workbench can be assembled on site 
from �at packed elements or delivered assembled via 
tailgate lift truck. The benches can be moved by 
forklift or mobile hydraulic lift tables. The basic bench 
with vices weighs 240 kgs.
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